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Distributed Exclusively Worldwide by:



                     

The PROTEX Karting Barrier is the most 

trusted and reliable shock absorbing 

barrier system in the world!

With its patented shock absorbing system, the 

PROTEX Karting Barrier is the only karting barrier 

system to return to its original position after an 

impact. PROTEX is widely used around the world 

from outdoor gas tracks to indoor electric karting 

facilities. The durability and safety of the system is 

truly our strong point!
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UNDEFORMABLE

The only barrier in the world that 

automatically returns to its initial 

position after an impact.

STYLISH AND FUNCTIONAL

Spectacular aesthetics with a variety of 

colors and LED lighting options. 

Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 

tracks.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION

Easy installation makes planning and 

future maintenance a breeze. The 

barrier system is composed of less than 

5 individual parts.
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MAXIMUM PROTECTION

Other barrier systems may harm drivers 

after impact. The PROTEX Karting 

Barrier is designed to absorb impact 

with its patented spring components.

ENDLESS SAVINGS

PROTEX Karting Barrier creates 

profitability, savings in personnel 

and time, increased kart lifespan, 

and reduction in insurance costs.

COMPACT

The barrier occupies less space than any 

other barrier system and has a high 

impact absorbing capability.
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SERVICES

PROTEX and Kart1 offer a full range of 

services from start to finish for your 

entire Karting Project.

With just a blank building layout, we can assist in 

designing your dream karting track. Not only will 

we design, build, and commission your track, we 

also can support your track worldwide with spare 

parts and service.

• Always complementary track designs

• North America, Europe,  and Asia spare part 

support

• 24/7 and 365 days support and consultation



Our Multilevel solutions are unique, patented 

steel modular structures that can be configured 

in endless options. These steel structures are 

specifically designed to work with  karting 

applications.

• Non-permanent structures can be moved if 

you ever decide to change the track or 

location, Your race never stops!

• Designed specifically for the karting industry 

to reduce damage to the karts.

• Completely customizable colors and designs
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Multi-Level Solutions

PROTEX offers an innovative, modular 

Multilevel solution designed for space and 

cost savings!
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Karting Racing Dakart - Valencia, Spain
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Private Residence - Chandler, Arizona
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Soar E-Karting - Gillingham, UK
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Orlando, Florida
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Fort Myers, Florida
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K1 Speed - Boise, Idaho
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Showboat Hotel - Atlantic City



Protecting over 150+ Tracks Worldwide
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PROTEX  -  KART1 Distribution 
 =1 (760) 707-8615

 info@protexkartingbarrier.com 
 sales@kart1.com

 protexkartingbarrier.com 
 kart1.com

 5861 Edison Place 
Carlsbad, California 92008

United States

Follow us: 
@kart1electric

CONTACT US
Lets start building your dream today!


